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FOREWORD

This report is based on the second of two years'
cost records from a sample of Yorkshire barley growers,
In the collection of the material, its author, Mr.C.J.Black
was assisted by Mr.E. Dawson.

The report falls into two parts. The first analyses
the growing costs of the 68 farmers who co-operated in
the study, and relates the costs to the returns from the
crop. Secondly Mr.Black looks into the future, and
considers the problems which the increasing acreage of
land under barley poses. While, therefore, the conclusions
on the first part of the study are based on fact (so far
as individual farm enterprise costs can be facts) those
on the second part are opinion - but opinion reached only
after very careful thought an the author's part.

The University wishes to express its thanks to those
farmers who co-operated in this study: it hopes that
this report will reward than for their trouble, and will
prove of interest to everyone interested in farming.

W.HA.RWO OD LONG
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BARLEY  PRODUCTION TODAY

The farming community can
the past twenty years and the
today are largely the problem
most would agree that present

boast of many triumphs during
problems the industry faces
of its own success. Although

difficulties are easier to face
than those derived from stagnation and failure, they are none
the less real and urgent and no economic study can be made
without some consideration of this modern paradox.

Indeed, barley provides a very good illustration of the
general problem for, even within farming, few enterprises can
match the advances made in growing this cereal. The success
story can be stated simply: by the rising average yields for
England and Wales. These have increased as shown below,

cwtflacre
Crop Years 1936-9 16.4

1946-9 18.3
1956-9 23.7

The provisional estimate for 1962 was 27.2 cwts per acre
indicating that the improvement continues.

Farmers are the first to acknowledge the debt they owe to
advance:csof knowledge in the production and use of fertilizers,
to the developers of improved machinery and, above all, to the
breeders of the modern heavy yielding varieties of barley.
This does not diminish the credit due to the farming community
for their keen exploitation of these advances. Farms and
husbandry have been adapted to the new techniques with an almost
breath-taking rapidity and the search for improvements
continues unabated.

Statistics again spell this out with useful brevity.
From a low point in 1950 of 1.6 million acres for England and
Wales, barley acreage has more than doubled to 3.5 million acres
in 1962. Since the war production has almost trebled from
slightly under 2 million tons in 1946 to a record 5,1- million
tons in 1962, a: Here lies the problem: if the
expansion continues whore and how will the greater quantities
of grain be sold and at what price?

A proportion of the British crop is sold at a useful
premium for malting and distilling, The market is limited and
opportunities for export must be irregular. The bulk of
present -Twoduction has to be sold for feeding purposes. So far
an expansion of farm storage, and a consequent guarantee of
supplies, has encouraged processors to absorb an increased
quantity of home grain. This has not, however, removed the
competition from imported cereals, particularly that of U.S.maize
and, if. anything, pressure on the

m preliminary estimates put the 1963 crop
at over 6 million tons.



TABLE. I.

BARLEY PRODUCTION 1962

AVERAGE COSTS PER _/.=_L68  farmf__L_

C. s.  d.
VARIABLE COSTS 

SEED 2. 7. 6.
FERTILIZER 3. 2. 0.
SPRAYS 6. 0.
TWINE 7. 6.
SACKS 9. 6.
CONTRACT HIRE 6. O.
MACHINERY ( FUEL & RE?A IRS ) 1.17. O.

DR. INKINGS 1. O.
TOTAL VARIABLE COSTS 8.16, 6.

FIXED COSTS

LAB OUR 2.18. 6.
LAND RENT 3. 7. 0.
MACHINERY PILIC(DEPRECIATION) 3. 8. O.
MANURE VALUES b 6. 6.
OVERHEI DS 1.17. 6

TOTAL FIXED COS TS 11.17. 6.

TOTAL  COSTS 20.14  •
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market from abroad can be expected to increase despite import
controls. Britain is not the only country where cereal production
is expanding.

The immediate conclusion is that the mounting tonnage of barley
from home farms must be matched by greater consumption of grain
by our cm livestock - barley and beef is an obvious example. If
this balance is not achieved prices will fall arid the remedy will
not be simple. There are sufficient signs already that political
considerations will limit both subsidies and also protection from
overseas competition. The barley producer has, in consequence, to
live with the results of his success and accept responsibility for
the disposal as well as the production of his crop,

PRODUCTION COSTS

Inevitably, th6 farmers' first concern will continue to be the
production of the grain. Here the present costing investigation
will be of interest and can be examined in search of possible fUture
economies. The information was collected in the 1961 and 1962 crop
years and the figures are a record of the costs of modern barley
production, in all three Ridings of Yorkshire, on farms using
combine harvesters, drying a substantial proportion of the grain and,
in most cases, baling and carting the straw. For convenience of
presentation, the 1962 results are given here with references to
1961 where appropriate.•

Total costs of production are still widely employed by farmers.
The immediate conclusion from Table 1 is that barley cost g20.14s.0d.
.per acre to grow and harvest in 1962 - profit being provided only
by returns beyond this figure. The actual break-even point could
be lower or higher than this, for accountancy assumptions on rates
of depreciation, etc. have to enter into the assessment. Partly for
this reason and partly to sharpen the analysis of the costings, the
costs have been divided into two sections, headed "Variable Costs"
and "Fixed Costs". The relationship between these and the
traditional accountancy presentation can be seen by comparison with
Table 2. The total costs are the same in both cases.

"Variable" costs are cdsts incurred directly in growing the
1962 barley crops. They are costs which would not have arisen if
the fields had been left fallow and untilled. This is a theoretic
but convenient division. These costs amounted to E8.16s.6d. per
acre in 1962. The other costs are those Which can be regarded
as fixed for the year in question, being to a large extent
independent of the final plan of cropping. They therefore include
regular labour and similar items which are shared between several
enterprises and also include charges for capital items, such as grain
driers, etc. which are replaced at irregular intervals.
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BARLEY -PRODUCTION 1962

ACC OUNTI NG C 0qTS P ER ACRE

CULTIVATIONS :
Lab our ( 5 Hrs
Tract or (473; s
Contract

HARVESTING :
Lab our (7 Hrs
Tractor (23-7 Hrs
C ontract

S. d

1. 4, 6.
17. 0.
1. 6,

1.15. 0.
8. 0.
4. 6.

MACHINERY:
Depreciation, Repairs & Fuel 4, 0. 0.

RENT 3. 7. 0.
SEED 2. 7. 6.
FERTILIZER 3 2. O.

SPRAYS 6. 0.
TWINE & SACKS 17. 0.

GENERAL OVERHEADS
MANURIAL VALUES b/f

1.17. 6.

6. 6.

•

TOTAL COST 20.14
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The fact that the fixed costs exceeded the variable ones by

several pounds per acre reflects the advanced mechanization of
barley production today. It is capital-intensive and the investment
and overhead expenditure merits as much attention as the more
immediately noticeable costs of seed and fertilizer. Mechanization
is also reflected in the fact that at E5.5s.per acre the various
charges for machinery inputs considerably exceed those for .labour
which are less than £3 per acre.

These observations lead up to the point that costs of production
are affected directly by events both an and off the farm. Indeed
higher wages outside agriculture can have a greater impact than
increases for the farm worker, through their effect on the price of
purchased goods and repair services. Rent, on the other hand reflects
the level of profitability of farming, whilst the price of seed is
determined partly by farm prices and partly IV the cost of outside labour.

Variable Costs

These points made, it is practicable to turn attention first
of all to the immediately variable costs. Here seed and fertilizer
are the most important individual items in the total of ,C8.16s.6d.
per acre.

d

The investigation indicated the popularity of Proctor barley
in Yorkshire for over half the acreage was sown with this variety.
Considerable acreages were also sown with the feeding barleys, Rika,
Varda and Ingrid. Proctor's popularity is undoubtedly due to its
combination of malting quality with high yield. Unfortunately it
is also a late ripening variety. Those farmers who grew a certain
proportion of Rika to balance the Proctor and spread the harvest
are likely to be interested in the new, early maturing, malting
varieties from Cambridge such as Marie Baldric.

There may be scope for economies in the quantity of seed solyn.
R.Holliday of Leeds University, writing in the Journal of the
Yorkshire Agricultural Society, 1961, recommended economic optima of
8 - 10 stones of spring barley seed per acre, except for late comings
and unsatisfactory seed beds; In the present investigation whilst
few farmers drilled more than 12 stone to the acre, less than 1 in 4
sowed the recommended 10 stone or less. It is clear that over a
large acreage small savings will soon become considerable sums,
representing immediate profit.

ii Fertilizer

Modern cereals have been bred to respond to heavy applications
of fertilizer and, although it is possible to aver-supply, it is
poor economy to underfeed. All the same, money spent on
fertilizers 'can be wasted by supplying the wrong balance between the
different nutrients.
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The latest work from Rothamsted and the N.A.A.S. suggests

that many cereal soils are now well supplied with phosphates.
Quite small dressings of potash also suffice on most soils if the
potash is drilled with the seed. Nitrogen is now the important
element and the new high nitrogen compounds enable all the necessary
nitrogen to be drilled with the seed. This is imperative for a
good malting sample.

Present recommendations are for 60 units of nitrogen per acre
to be given, probably in the form of 3 cwts of a 20.10.10 fertilizer.
However, to obtain a malting sample from the first or second barley
crop after a restorative break the nitrogen should be reduced to
40 units. In the investigation 3 out of 5 farmers generally applied
40 to 60 units of nitrogen to the seed bed, so that it can be taken
that the standards were known and accepted.

A full dressing of' 60 units of nitrogen in the seed bed was
perhaps not as frequent as might have been expected, even after
making allowances for the interest in malting barley. To some extent
this situation was corrected by top dressings. Over a quarter of
the farms top dressed half or more of their barley in 1962 and so
raised the average application of nitrogen from 40 to 50 units.
But since many of these farms had not top dressed in 1961 it can only
be presumed that the purpose of the dressings was mainly to correct
exceptional deficiencies in the nitrogen status. of the soil due to
leachingin the previous winter.

No wastage was apparent in the use of phosphate and although
applications of potash varied widely, the average of 40 units can
be considered satisfactory. Yet almost 2 out of 5 farms applied
heavier potash dressings than this, largely because they were using
fertilizers of the 10.10.20 type. Wider knowledge of the new
concentrates will help to correct this oversupply.

The change will bring worthwhile economies. Three cwts of a
20.10.10 fertilizer at say 66s (1962 prices) can replace 4 cwts of
10.10.20 at 76s (4 cwts is the physical limit set by the combine
drill). The highs' nitrogen dose could, on average, boost yields
by some 1* olds whilst saving 10s on costs. For malting purposes
the change can be from 4 cwts of 10.10.20 at 76s to 2 cwts of a
20.15.15 at 53s, representing a useful saving of 23s per acre for
the same yield.

iii Sacks

Sacks continue to find favour since they provide a useful
alternative to capital investment in storage facilities. The cost
of storing in sacks varies according to the length of time the
sacks are on hand. In the investigation, for example, where farms
stored in sacks and sold mainly in August-September (12 farms)
costs came to 10s per acre; where the sales were mainly from
October onwards (also 12 farms) the average charge was, 17s.9d.
per acre.

H JourtAgric.Science Vol.53 p.10
Jour:Agric.Science Vol.56 p.39

4
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Two methods of charging for sacks were noted, One, with

variants, consisted of a basic charge of lid plus a hire
charge of id per week for 2 cut sacks. The other had a uniform
charge of 6d per 12 st,sack regardless of the period of hire.
This is equivalent to 9d per 2 cwts and made this latter method
cheaper if the storage period extended beyond 7 weeks, Other
farms reduced their costs by storing part of the crop, at least,
an granary floors and similar non-specialised placeq using the
sacks for delivery only,
Fixed Costs

i Labour Modern combine harvesting has reduced the call
an labour at a crucial period of the year. In the investigation,
total harvesting, including baling and ancillary work, came to an
average of 6.9 man hours per acre. This can be contrasted with
the 16 man hours employed in the few instances where binders were
still in use. (This figure excludes threshing). A more important
comparison lies with the grain harvesting alone, for straw is only
a by-product which can be burnt if necessary. Grain harvesting an
its own required only 3.2 man hours per acre.

Contrary to many expectations, the crucial period on some
farms can be in the spring rather than at harvest. This was
particularly so in the late spring of 1961 when available time was
drastically reduced. In that year, on average? 3.2 man hours
were needec1. for the spring cultivations, including sowing.
Conditions were easier in 1962 and only 2,5 man hours were employed
per acre. The total use of labour for growing the crop
including ploughing and spraying in the latter year came to 5.0
man hours per acre. It may be noted here that the heaviest
demand an tractor power is in the spring. Hours of use were only
slightly below the man hours just given for growing the crop.

Since regular workers are employed all the year,
improvements in labour usage in one enterprise are only gradually
made effective as cost economies - complementary changes being
needed in other enterprises. Corn production has provided a
generous portion of such improvements as can be seen by comparing
PLISathieson'sR figures for 1948-54 with those for the present
investigation. The total time required for cultivations, etc.
up to harvest has been reduced by a third from Ti to slightly over
5 man hours per acre (1961/1962 average). Similarly, the time
for combining and leading the grain has diminished

from man hours per acre for a 20 cwt crop
to 3 man hours per acre for a 30 cut crop

These figures, of course, reflect higher levels of capital
investment in addition to improved organisation and use of
machinery.

H The Use of Labour in Yorkshire Farming
Farmers' Report No.130,

- University of Leeds. Nov.1956.
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.Investment_ Most farms have built up theirpresent level of capital equipment over a lengthy period of
time. In such circumstances problems of farm management andorganisation frequently appear to dominate the pattern of
investment whilst questions of returns on the investment takea secondary place. Capital is in short enough supply to deservea reversal of the approach with more detailed planning on thebasis of returns to alternative investments. Whilst the pointcannot be fully expounded in this report, it forms the backgroundto the comments.

The recorded investment per acre in specialised corn
equipment can be set out briefly in tabular form.

Averarve Capital Investment_ per  Acr 1962,
(68 farms)

E Der acre
Combine 9.4
Baler 2.8
Drier and Storage 11.7
(excluding buildings)

of which Storage Bins alone 3.9
£23.9

Though self-propelled combines are costly they are consideredindispensable to modern cereal growing. The economist. can only
lament the heavy investment for the harvest alone, particularly
since the tractor, the basic farm motive power, is largely unused
at this season. In the 1962 investigatidn only 0.8 tractor hours
were employed per acre for the grain harvest.

The average figure conceals considerable diversity in the
level of investment in drying and storage equipment. Some farmers
had limited their requirements to a simple pit to rec9iVe the grain
from the combine and a dresser to remove the trash ready for
storage in sacks or loose in a barn. This represented a capital
outlay of only E3 per acre. Other farmers had installed driers
but little or no storage facilities - and these were not
necessarily smaller farms. Here capital. economy depends on a -
correct balance between throughput capacity and cost and this was
not always anlaieved. In the main the range of investment on
these farms lay between £4 and E8 per acre with £6.10s. as an
average figure.

Grain drying calls for a relatively high capital investment
followed by remarkably low running costs. Recorded repair costs
were almost negligible and fuel charges averaged under 10s per '
acre or 3d per cwt. There were, however, many types of driers
and heating arrangements and costs ranged from lid. to 6d per cwt.
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Capital costs rose sharply as storage was extended.
Whilst the average investment in bins was £3.9 per acre with
a total investment of £11.7 for drying and storage, the
average where the farms had substantial provision for grain
storage was E5 per acre for bins and £14.25 for the total.
The cost of the additional storage is clearly not confined to
the bins alone. Conveying, inspecting and ancillary equipment
can be an equal charge. No instance was recorded of storage
without buildings. Iaci;I:u.de new buildings in storage costs
(which has not been done here) and the cost mounts sharply.
Some farmers are experimenting with moveable low-cost conveying
equipment and they appear to have an interesting approach to
capital economy.

These storage figures suggest why sacks are not outmoded.
Capital expenditure to save such a variable cost should be
considered a trading.investment, providing a high rate of return.
The saving should, therefore, cover the capital cost in 5 years
at the most. Sack hire for early delivery averaged only lOs and
it would be difficult to provide permanent holding capacity for
£2.10s. (five times ten shillings) per acre. Indeed permanent
bins without additional conveying equipment would only justify
themselves on this basis when sack hire was 30s per acre, which
means for storage beyond Christmas. One farmer used wire-mesh
and waterproof-paper silos in existing buildings as a low-cost
alternative to sacks for long period storage.

Usually, when funds are available, grain storage facilities
are equated with buildings as a long-term investment. Since the
capital costs consist partly of conveying equipment and partly of
the permanent bins, a useful approximation would be to expect the
return of capital in 15 years. Than to save El an acre a year
it would be satisfactory to invest £15 an acre or about the
storage cost for 30 cwts of grain. On this basis permanent
structures are justified far storage after October. Even if
costs for buildi@gs were superimposed, the government 1/3rd grant
would make it a worthwhile long-term investment. It is
possible, of course, to invest too many resources in long-term
projects to the neglect of short-term considerations.
The balance between the two should be a major concern of
management.
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RETURNS

Profitable returns from barley growing depend upon the
high yields obtainable in most years from modern varieties.
Despite the difference in seasons the average yields recordedin the investigation were 31 cwts in 1961 and 33 cwts in 1962.Considering the late and difficult spring of 1961 and the
unsuitable weather that followed, the average yield for that
year represents a spectacular triumph on many farms. The
following year, 1962, showed more high yields and an evenerdistribution about the average. In 1962, 6 farms averagedover 38 cuts per acre whilst in 1961 only 2 farms exceeded 36 cuts(both levels taken as 5 cwts above the average for the year).

Market prices have followed world prices for feeding
grain, which, in their turn, depend on the world supply and
demand situation. In both 1961 and 1962 the lowest prices
recorded were 168.6d per cut at harvest time, but there were few
sales made at this level. For the period from the start of
harvest to the end of the (calendar) year, the average returns
were

1961 18s. 9d. per cwt (75s per (;)„r.
1962 19s. 3d. " " (77s " It

This does not give the whole picture. Fewer farmers made sales inthis early period in 1962 (less than 3 out of 4 compared with4 out of 5 in 1961). The 1962 average is therefore weittted
by a higher proportion of sales for malting purposes. Indeed
two prices predominated in 1962; a return of 18s.6d. for
grinding barley and one of 2Cb for malting barley.

In the New Year the 1961 crop sold for remarkable prices
due to a sudden shortage of supplies and a short-term inability,
or unwillingness, of processors to substitute maize for *barley.
Yorkshire growers received returns of up to 25s per cut as a
result and the average price recorded from January onwards (for
sales from 3 out of 5 co-operating farms) was 23s.6d. • The
following year (1962 crop) a dock strike in the U.S.A. helped to
harden prices and promote a steady movement of supplies off the
farm. Despite experience in these two years it would be
hazardous to conclude that farmers can assume similar movements
in the future or similar returns for storage.

The government has supplemented the market prices for barley
with deficiency payments to produce a fair return to the growers.
In 1961 this supplement amounted to E8.10s.0d. per acre or 7s.7d.
per cwt as calculated on the United Kingdom five-year average
yield of 22i cuts per acre. Yorkshire producers averaging
31 cwts per acre received only 5s.6d, per cwt. Those farmers
selling in the July-October period received 9d per cut less than
this to raise their average market price of 18s .9d. per cut to a
total return of 23s.6d. Farmers selling at the trough of the
market (16s.6d) worked on a return of only 21s.3d. per cwt.
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GROSS MARGIN

"Gross margin" is defined as the difference between variable
costs (already listed in Table 1) and total returns. It supplies
a useful comparison of the value to the farm of different crops
and enterprises and. does it with the minimum of calculation. The
fixed and overhead costs are derived from the whole complex of
enterprises pn the farm and accordingly vary with many factors of
management. They are therefore best considered from a whole farm
rather than an enterprise approach.

The calculation of the gross margin for the 1962 barley crop
is made in Table 3 using a market return of 19s per acre and an
estimation of the total deficiency payment payable. To provide a
more comprehensive statement for management purposes a note is
added of the use of certain fixed resources, namely labour and
specialised capital. The gross margin of £35.15s.6d. includes a
return for the sale of straw. If the straw had been chopped for
ploughing, the gross margin falls by £3.10s, representing a saving
in costs (largely twine) of lOs and a loss of receipts of £4.

Barley growing today makes heavy demands on capital and licht
demands on labour. This can be illustrated from the data in
Table 3. Each El of specialised capital was associated with a
gross margin of 30s. . This is a moderate level of return.
Looking at labour, only one man hour was needed to produce a gross
margin approaching £3. The gross margin per hour of labour would
rise even higher to £3.10s. if the straw was not harvested. This
is because baling and leading the straw consumed 37i hours of
labour for a low return, giving a small gross margin of 25s per
hour of labour. Clearly straw should be harvested only when no
other more profitable work is available.

In the future it may not be easy to maintain gross margins
at the above levels, particularly with the pressures for lower
barley subsidies. Attention will have to be given to both costs
and total returns from the crop. Possible economies in variable
costs were noted earlier and these should be reinforced by
current possibilities of bulk and group buying. Heavier yields
to boost returns are also likely in view of the new Swedish feeding
varieties and the Cambridge malting selections which are now
appearing.

For most Yorkshire growers there will be a choice between
concentrating on the malting or on the feeding market. The malting
price offers a useful premium over the feeding level, usually
about 2s per cwt. But to obtain this price, nitrogen applications
must be kept low and a reduction in yield accepted. In theory
at least, on. the 1962 average yield of 33 cwts the reduction will
be 14. cwts per acre. From this expectation and the information
given earlier under variable costs a profit or. loss position may
be calculated.
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The potential loss of on the lowered yield is offset
in the first place by decreased expenditure on fertilizer.
Therefore, per acre,

Reduction in in Gross Yield
Saving on Fertilizer

cwts @ 18s
. 53s instead of 66s .

Immediate Deficiency .

s.  d.
31. 6.
13. 0.

18. 6.

To recoup this 18s.6d. deficiency the fain must sell 4 Cwts of
,barley per acre at the 2 shillings malting premium. . This
represents 30% of the reduced yield. Clearly, a higher
proportion of the crop must be sold at the malting price to make
the decision worthwhile._ In seasons When the malting premium is
only ls.6d, the break-even point will be higher at 40 per cent
of the crop.

ContraTe Harvesting
r.-.44- • 4

Return on the capital investment may became even more
important in the future than at present. There are several
possibilities already in the mind of many farmers. For example,
if the harvest period can be extended by a careful choice of
different cereals and different varieties of barley, then a given
size of combine harvester or drier can serve a larger acreage
without additional capital expenditure. The question of capital
investment in storage has received attention already. H

It requires a careful assessment of needs for the return can be
very low. There remains the possibility of saving capital by •
the use of contract services.

Many tasks on the farm can be put out to
spraying, fertilizer top dressing, even straw
in the present enquiry. More important for
are those connected with harvesting. Typical

Combining
Baling
Drying

contract. Contract
leading were noted
present purposes
charges recorded were

per acre

3
2
2.6 (or £1.6 per ton)

In passing, it must be noted that the labour saving potential from
hiring outside workers was not always realised. On balance,.
contract harvesting left the existing variable costs unchanged,
a greater use of sacks and tractor power cancelling out savings
on twine and drier fuel,

Though only a few instances of contract harvesting were
recorded, a reasonable calculation of the gross margin may be
made by using the above charges. We will assume, quite realistically,
that only a quarter of the crop requires drying. Harvesting by
contract then adds to the outstanding variable costs the contract

H p . 11 above



TABLE 3.

VARIABLE COSTS

Seed
Fertilizer
Sprays
Twine
Sacks
Contract Hire
Machinery
(Fuel & Repairs)
Drinkings

TOTAL

REGULAR LABOUR

CAPITAL INVESTVETT

15.

GROSS MARGIN PER ACRE 1962

RETURNS

E. s. d. 

2. 7. 6. Grain
3, 2. 0, 33 cwts 19s 31. 7. 0.

6. 0, Deficiency
7. 6. Payment ( est) 9. 5. O.
9. 6.
6. O. Straw

20 cwts CY 4s 4, 0, O.
1.17, 0.

1, 0,

8,16. 6.

GROSS 

Growing
Harvesting

Combine
Baler
Drier •&
Storage

44212. •

Tot al Man Hours
ay....

5
7 12

9.4
2.8

11,7 2



16,

charges of. E5 for combining and baling and 13 shillings for
the drying. In this way variable costs are increased from
E8.16s.6d. to E14.9s.6d.

The gross margin per acre from barley production in 1962
is reduced by the same amount to E30.2s.6d, still a very
worthwhile return. In many cases, sonie small capital
investment will be desirable for dressing and handling the grain
from the combine. Evidence considered earlier in this report
suggests that this can be provided for no more than E3 per acre.
The gross margin return per E capital investment then amounta
to over E10 compared with 30s for the average installation. It is
clear from this that grain growing can prove profitable even under
conditions of capital shortage or, alternatively, as a secondary
enterprise on mainly livestock farms.

Summing up the evidence from the enquiry, we can conclude
that on the production side, at least, the future prospects for
barley grooving are good. Farmers can hope to check any lowering
of gross margins by the twin adjustments of economies in costs
and expansion in output per acre. The chief concern for the •
future lies beyond the individual farm gate. Attention is
turning to the external problems of marketing and agricultural
policy in an age of surpluses. Whilst growers can adjust for
gradual and controlled clEnges in costs and returns they naturally
fear sharp and irregular fluctuations in the price for barley.

BARLEY MARKETING.

Maikefing and politics are advied1r oupled together.
Britain is not unique in assisting her farming population to win
a reasonable standard of living in the face of foreign competition.
The quantity of grain entering world trade is restricted and
surpluses accumulate in major producing countries. Political
action alone prevents a catastrophic fall in world prices and
the ."free" market price in Britain reflects the resulting' inter-
play of a complex of factors.

Market Prices

The first result of this situation is that the British
farmer has little fare-knowledge of the price he will receive for
his barley. For example, the average market prices of barley in
England and Wales for the past three years are shown in Figure 1.
The immediate conclusion might be that farmers can expect a
useful rise of price with the New Year. This is not necessarily
so. In the 1961 crop year the spectacular increase was caused by
low yields in major exporting countries and the diversion of
Canadian stocks to alleviate famine in China. In the 1962 crop
year it was only a dock strike in America that stimulated trade

•
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and provided a useful flow of grain out of farm storage.
Political action and the unexpected can change the situation
almost overnight, as with sugar this year.

Complete isolation from the world market is scarcely practical
politics since we failed to eater the Common Market. And in the
world market barley does not compete merely with barler but with
all other animal feed grains; maize, feed wheat, oats, sorghum.
In this broader market the most important factor is undoubtedly the
supplies of U.S. maize and the selling policy of the U.S.
government. Although there was a time in the 1961 crop year when
maize was cheaper than barley, in general feeding barley prices
will be the lower. In the U.S.A. also, sorghum stocks are
growing and there are prospects of new varieties with a higher
feed value for broilers coming out of stock in a few years.

Whilst there are expectations of a world expansion in livestock
production, particularly rfor a graving market in ]rope, this
holds no prospect for higher feed grain prices. Indeed any move
in this direction would be self-defeating for it would reduce
feeders' margins and, therefore, tend to check the livestock
expansion. The same argument also holds for the British market.
Any effort to isolate this market from world prices would, in effect,
drive up the cost of feedingstuff to the home farmer and restrict
the market for home and overseas grain alike. Dear food, too,
is hardly conducive to the highly desired expansion of British
manufacturing exports - the aim of all political parties.

As far as price is concerned three difficulties or dangers
face the home producer in the next few years.

I) Farmers must have adequate knowledge of the true market value
of their grain. Any complacency on this point was shattered in
1962 when considerable quantities of feeding Wheat were sold at
unnecessarily low prices. Restraint arising from satisfactory
market intelligence could have prevented this. Here the barley
grower has benefited considerably in the past two years from the
guide price declared by the Working Party for Fee.ding Barley.

But restraint means holding off the market and this, in turn,
implies some confidence in prices later in the harvest year.
Perhaps insufficient attention has been given by farmers and,
indeed, the farming press to this problem. Although some
guidance is provided by the futures markets in Liverpool and
London, the information requires amplification to supply a full
market service. Perhaps the Working Party can supply the
deficiency. Certainly, since forward contracts for sale are already
available, corresponding guide prices are required by the farmer.
After all, forward contracts are vital to the interests of the
home producer since they give the main processors confidence to substitute
home for overseas supplies...
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Two comments are worth adding here. First, the
government has made a significant contribution towards
confidence in late-season prices by their adjustment of the
barley subsidy which promises a bonus of Is to ls.6d. per
cwt to those storing grain. until January. Second, however

, good the market intelligence, the future can never be
predicted with absolute certainty. In some years a forward
contract will inevitably provide a lower price than the market
price at the time of final transfer of the grain. Such
supposed "losses" must be accepted partly to maintain the
outlets for grain, partly to avoid chaotic marketing with the
farmer as inevitable loser,
2) With market prices depending on world prices, the mounting
production potential in developed countries must cause concern.
It could easily lead to excessive supplies entering this country
at give-away prices as in the early 1930s. Fortunately it is
widely appreciated today that dumping is unfair competition,
disrupting normal and reliable channels of trade and doing far
more harm than good to the recipient. Further, with the present
type of support policy for grain the government's and the farmers'
interest tend to coincide. This was seen in 1961 when, on
application by the IT.F.U, the promise was made that any barley
imported at landed duty-paid price of less than E20 per ton would
be subject to anti-dumping duties,

In the event, this threat was avoided by trade discussions
with the countries concerned. It may not be so easy to threaten
the U.S.A. in the same way should their Commodity Credit
Corporation make further reductions in the price of maize from
stock. The political implications here are far more extensive
than for agricultural policy alone. Also, what constitutes
dumping when subsidised U.S. maize competes against subsidised
U.K. barley? The En per ton limit set in 1961 was clearly
a spot decision to save subsidy payment 'without antagonising
importers and processors.
3) No import restriction can provide protection against the
third danger - oversupply of the home market by the British
farmers themselves. As the barleY acreage continues to rise
this has become a distinct possibility; though some alleviation
will come from the expansion of the feedingstuffs market with
the development of barley beef and similar practices. Any
mounting pressure to sell would cause a sharp fall in prices as
happendd for home wheat in 1962. The political consequences
could be equally drastic for there is a limit to the taxpeyers'
willingness to pay.

One fact must be squarely faced. The rapidly expanding
production of British barley suggests that at the moment it is
overpriced relative to other farm products. The operative
factor here is not the market price but the subsidised price.„
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If the reduction in guarantee announced at the 1963 Price
Review is sufficient to check the upward surge in production,
then it is to be welcomed. Yorkshire farmers have little to
fear for they are already operating at a price well below the 1962
guaranteed price of 27s.7d„ per cwt. The effective reduction in
final price will therefore be less for them than the reduction in
subsidy - of the order of 8d rather than lld per cwt.

le tinglicy

Farmers' fears of adverse political decisions are not as great
today as before the passing of the 1947 Agriculture Act. This
remains the guarantee of adequate consideration for the needs of the
farming community. Yet further safeguards are naturally desired
with present falling prices; hence the interest in marketing
institutions and in the extension of farmers' control of their
produce beyond the fax gate. Behind the upsurge of interest in a
Cereals Marketing Board lies the uneasy feeling that an individual,
marketing on his' own, cannot gain the best price available.

Marketing Boards arose to meet conditions of under-consumption
and consequent low prices for farmers. They might, therefore,
function satisfactorily in conditions of incipient surplus.
However, any attempt to raise market prices artificially could
have the immediate effect of lowering consumption. Rather a
marketing .organisation would have to concern itself with increasing
demand. It would be able to channel financial support from grain
growers into research work such as that which pioneered barley beef.
It could also explore further possibilities for exporting malting
barley and malt, to the continent.

Year to year .irariations in home supplies might tempt a
marketing board to hold stocks over from one year to the next in
order to maintain prices. This could prove an extremely hazardous
and expensive venture. In fact it might be better for a board to
foremsuch powers. With world markets to draw on and rising
yields in this country, the surplus would still hang over the
market and tend to grow rather than diminish. Disposal to under-
developed countries is a doubtful panacea in such circumstances. .•,
Large stocks in the U.S.A. and probable surpluses in France will
not improve possibilities of even giving the grain away.
And who will pay for this?' Much better to support immigration
to Britain so that supplies can be consumed on our own doorstep,

If demand cannot be expanded, a marketing board might well
restrict production, following the example of the-Potato Marketing
Board. Limitation of production on an acreage basis is feasible
though it would prove far more complex than for potatoes.
Existing barley prOducers would require sufficient flexibility
for expanding or contrasting their acreage from year to year and

• ' *
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new producers would require entry on reasonable terms.
Any suggestions of monopoly rights would prove politically
inexpedient and any attempt to raise prices by restrictions
would be resented by those farmers who consume barley. In
the long run market price might prove the best method of
limiting acreage, harsh though its action may sometime appear.

The proposition has already been put that farmers have
to fear violent fluctuations in prices together with
unnecessary depressions of prices at harvest rather than' tight
selling conditions. Here, a marketing board acting as an
intermediary .or regulator after the manner of the Milk
Marketing Board could provide valuable stability. It could
require farmers and processors to enter into contracts, either
directly or thorough marketing agencies, for the purchase of
grain up to certain quantities before the actual harvest period
arrived. The Board could then examine the contracts to ensure
satisfactory bargains for the producers and only allow the
registration of suitable agreements.

A marketing board would necessarily maintain an interested
eye on the margin between the buying and selling prices of major
processors of feedingstuffs. Purchases by a few firms absorb
a considerable proportion of the barley produced and the
temptation must always be present for them to buy cheaper and
sell dearer than would otherwise be the case. A barley board
might also follow the example of the Milk Marketing Board and
separate the feeding market and the malting and distilling
market in order to increase the margin of price between the two.
The popularity of Proctor barley suggests that the operation
would prove difficult to enforce and could antagonise the
brewing, malting and distilling industries with little ultimate
gain. One point remains to be made. Increasingly, malting
barley will sell on the basis of intricate chemical analysis
rather than on appearance. A marketing board could supply the
analytical service and even bulk supplies for sale according
to grade.

On balance, this analysis of the possible activities of a
marketing board for barley indicates that whilst there are
some advantages in this type of organisation many benefits could
be obtained straightaway by developing existing institutions
which do not require special legal sanction. On the selling
side, two successful, and possibly complementary, farmers'
organisations are expanding already into this field. These are
the producer co-operatives and the trading groups. Both are
equipped to extend forward contracts to cover a higher
proportion of the crop and also to narrow marketing margins
in a.way that boards might find difficult, They could well
establish contracts for the early as well as the late selling
period, persuade members to SgW varieties of grain according
to purchasers' requirements, bulk supplies before delivery
and provide analytical tests as a basis
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for grading. If, however, these trading methods are tried on
a voluntary basis and fail to guarantee the farmer a full
share of-the home market at a foir price, then compulsory
marketing powers must be sought.

At one time protection from overseas supplies depended on
farmers accepting a marketing scheme. This no longer applies
and the existing farmers' organisations are able to mdke powerful
representations when unfair competition is suspected. A
marketing board has, therefore, no advantages for such political
purposes. The problem is rather a matter of defining "unfair".
It is clearly not "unfair" to have low costs of production
(as in Canada) and so compete on our markets with little or no
governmental help. It may, however, be "unfair" to Canadian
farmers to pay only world market prices for their produce.

Here internal politics merge into international politics and
the Farmers Unions are acutely aware of the situation.
Fortunately, many countries now realise that low commodity prices
and unfavourable terms of trade for primary producers do not
promote the desired expansion of world trade. Thqy also realise
that most international agricultural markets no longer represent
a free balance between supply and demand since government
interventions abound. Political bargaining on an international
scale is, therefore, required to produce favourable ranges of
minimum and maximum prices. For grains, a logical basis for the
minimum would be the price needed to eall forth existing productic
in Canada - or a price just sufficient not to cause expansion there.

If the terms of trade for farm products depend on political
decisions, then, irrespective of the case for marketing boards in
Britain, there is a need for further institutional developments,
Appropriate bodies are required, charged with the political tasks
of educating public opinion and indicating balanced policies for
changing economic circumstances. In other words agriculture, too,
could have a National Economic Development Council or, in this
particular case, a Grains Council. Such a Council would need
to be representative of ..ade, farmer and consumer. The first
duty would be to advise both public and government on the nature
and extent of competition from overseas and on the supply and demand
situation within this country, Policy suggestions would follow
directly from this. A second object could be added, namely to
supply guide prices for the various grains and for different
qualities of grain, providing a full market intelligence with
forward information.

The nation needs to be kept alive to its obligations for
agriculture. Government subsidies to raise income also stimulate
supply and there is, surely, an implied undertaking to assist in
the marketing of the supplies (milted TeTth. apansim is usually
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easier than contraction and in conditions of oversupply prices
may have to fall sharply to equalise the market. Hasty slashing
of subsidies could not be countenanced. Rather the taxpayer might
benefit from an announcement of a progressive reduction in
subsidies which would deter transfers into grain production.
Co-operation between government and farming community is a clear
imperative both to stimulate consumption and to prevent over-
expansion.

CONCLUSIONS

Barley production has just about trebled since the end of the
war.. So far consumption has increased in step with productions
Fuller storage facilities have helped uptake and have also spread
the marketing over a longer period-, so easing the pressure on
price. Yet, except for an unexpected shortage of supplies in the
first half of 1962, the market has continued to favour the buyer
rather than the seller. Despite this, the continuing increase in
production mUst•invite a reduction in deficiency payments and,
altogether, producers .can expect a lower total return per cwt
of grain.

ProV:ided any cuts in effective price are made in an orderly
manner and are spread over _several years, Yorkshire growers have
little to' fear. They are not the marginal producers of barley,
as this investigation shows, and their modern methods are effective
in good or in difficult seasons. Narrowing margins can be met,
partly by improving yields, partly by further economies in
production costs. Attention falls on seed and fertilizer use
amongst variable costs and, for overhead farm costs, possibilities
include strict economy in future capital expenditure and a close
watch on the number of regular workers employed.

Inevitably, farmers are concerned more than previously with
the marketing of their grain and, today, this is a political as
well as an economic activity. The industry is well served on
the political side.. With changing circumstances, it might well
support new institutions to formulate agricultural policy, so
helping to keep both public and government aware of the issues.
On the economic side Yorkshire farmers, are in the process -of
developing' new approaches both to buying supplies and selling
produce. There should be substantial benefits here in the futures
Further requirements include improved market intelligence and the
erbension of forward contracts. Concern with prices must extend
to the fina,1 consumer of their barley, particularly the feedingstuffs
user.

It is possible, even probable, that efforts of this nature,
by the farming community itself, may promote and perpetuate an
orderly and just system of grain marketing. Some would fear that
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voluntary co-operation can never be sufficient in Britain.
Certainly, if there are .signs that these marketing objectives
cannot be achieved by the developing producers' organisations
then there will be an overwhelming case for political action
and a Cereals Marketing Board. Farming, equally with other
industries, requires the integration of its production and

. marketing activities.

SUMMARY

1) Barley production in England and Wales has expanded from
2 million tons in 1946 to 510- million tons in 1962, For this
reason farmers have to consider disposal as well as production
of the crop.

2) This present investigation into barley growing, undertaken
in 1961 and 1962, was made with the co-operation of Yarkshire
farmers using combine harvesters and modern ancillary equipment.

3) Immediately variable costs of production (seeds, fertilizers,
fuel etc) amounted in 1962 to E8.16s.6d. per acre.

4) When apportionments for relatively fixed costs (regular labour,

capital depreciation, overheads etc) were added, the total cost
of barley production came to E20.14s. Od. per acre.

5) Consideration of seed rates and fertilizer balance suggested
that further economies in these main items of variable costs were

possible on many farms.

6) Modern methods have reduced the use of labour in the critical

spring and harvest months to about 3 hours per acre for the vital
tasks in each period. Total labour requirements were limited

to 12 hours per acre.

7) In contrast, modern methods result in heavy capital expenditure.

On average £12.4s. per acre was invested in combine and_baler and

£11.14s. in drier and storage (excluding buildings).

8) An average investment of only 6.10s. per acre (excluding

combine and baler) was made on farms with driers but little or no

storage facilities. Running costs averaged under lOs per acre

or 3d per cwt.

9) Capital costs rose sharply with increased storage capacity.

Those farms with substantial provision for storage averaged E5

per acre for bins alone and £14.5s. per acre for the complete

drying and storage unit (excluding buildings).

10) Yields of grain averaged 31 cwts in 1961 and 33 cwts in 1962.
Market returns for barley sold before January averaged 18s.9d. in

1961 and 19s.3d. in 1962, the latter including a higher proportion

of malting sales.
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11)• In 1962, the estimated Gross Margin between returns
(including deficiency payments and straw value) aizl. variable
costs came to E35.15s.6d. per acre.

12) The productive use of labour was illustrate'd by a high
gross margin of £3 per hour of labour. The heavy demand on
capital resources was shown by a gross margin of only 30s
per E of specialised capital.

13) Harvesting by contract increased variable costs to £14.9s,6d.
per acre. This still provided a useful gross margin of
E30.2s.6d. It raised the gross margin per E of specialised
equipment to £10 and showed that grain growing can be profitable
under conditions of capital shortage.

14) Whilst market prices for barley must continue to depend on
world prices, protection is needed against dumping from abroad.
There remains the danger of oversupply from within Britain.

15) Marketing Boards arose to meet conditions of under-consumption
and low prices and might, therefore, function satisfactorily in
conditions of incipient esurplus.

16) Whilst a Cereals Board might usefully concentrate on expanding
consumption of barlqy extending forward contracts and improving
market intelligence, it would have to be wary of trying to improve
prices by artificial restrictions on production and avoid any
temptation to carry over unsaleable stocks from one year to the next.

17) Many of the benefits might be obtained, alternatively, by the
development of existing organisations, in particular the voluntary
co-operatives and trading groups. If they fail a board becomes
essential.

18) Since returns to 'farmers are determined by political as well
as economic considerations, farmers should support a national
council, representative of 'farmers, trade and consumers, to inform
and fashion public opinion on appropriate home and international
policies for agriculture.

19) If barley production expands faster than consumption, a
reduction in total returns per cwt will follow, almost inevitably.
Provided the reduction in effective price is made in an orderly
manner, Yorkshire growers, with their modern methods have little
to fear.

2.0) All the same, 'farming, equally with other industries, requires
the integration of its production and marketing activities in order
to maximize returns to growers.
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APPENDIX

TABLE. Al.

DISTRIBUTION OF ACREAGE OF BARLEY 1962 ON
00-01).ELiATING F27 P.T.IS

Acres

Under 50- 100- 150- 200.- 250- 3O0-. Over —Total!
0 100 1 0 200 300 50

00:li

No.

1.7 , 18 1516

_250

TABLE. A2.

DISTRIBUTION OF SEEM RAT_FS y_.?.962 BY FARMS
Ston!s. per Acre 

TABLE. A3.

1

1 L 68

DISTRIBUTION OF UNITS OF NITROGEN PER ACI.,...j_19€?...L
BY FARMS

In Seed Bed
Units

0 10 20 — 30 40 50Total
No. .....

2

s.

0 _ 9
_

 15 18 10 13_ 1 68

b) Total inc1udiress_21

O lOj3050 8-CI 90 -100 Total
No.

1 0 2 2 16

N.B. In both tables 10 units = 7.5 to 14.9 and so on.
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TABLE. A

.DISTRIBUTION OF UNITS OF FERTILIZER PER ACRE 1962
BY FARMS

2,12119.121.f.te

10 20 3o 40

2 j5.. 26 
•

19

b Potash

. • •

Total No.

0 10 20 30 I 40 50 60 70 80
0 Total

No.

1 0 6 q.6 _ _q_.9 11 8 6 0 1 1 68

N.B. In both tables 10 units = 7.5 to 14.9 and so on

TABLE. A5.

DISTRIBUTION OF LABOUR HOURS PIE ACRE 1961 AND  1962, 
BY FARMS

Growin Cro

21961 16 18 20 10 8 1 T 78
1962 2_ 12 A a3 17 7 71 0 0 I 68

b) Harvest in

1961 2

Total

4 1_5 I 8 I 9 10 11 12_ No.lf,

11 13 12 16 10 4 8

N.B. In both tables 2 hours 2 to 2.99 hours
and so on.

78
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TABLE. A6.

DISTRIBUTION  OF YIELD OF GRAIN PER_ACRE 1961 AND 1.21aL
BY FARMS

Quarters "

_7 J8
1961 1 4 7 9 18 18

1962

Totall
1.&t1QiLJLQJ

5 0 1 0 76

_9 8 2

N.B. 51., quarters 5.5 to 5.99 quarters
(22 to 23.99 cuts) and so on.

TABLE. A7.

DISTRIBUTION OF AVERAGE MARKET RETURNS  PER CWT,  1961 AND
1-5_ EY FARM

Aufus - December inclusive

shillingsand pence
17- 17 6- 18- 187g:7- - l7-67-20- 12676- 21- J2-17:710-767

..UL54JJ111 LL.18LLJ.2L5 19 11 20 1?0/?.1 21 21/11 No.

1961 4 12 12 13 9 7 5 o o 1 63
1962 ..i_ 12 8 ,.....6 '3. ..o 2 o 49

] January onwards

shillings and pence
18-
18 11

19-
19 11

20-
20 11

21-
21 11

22-
22 11 2

-
11

1 24-
2 11

-2-51
2 11

1627-
26 11

Toial
No.

1961 0 [479...._ 6' 5 _42_
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.1161.
E. s. d.

29,

CCMPARISON OF PRODUCTION  COSTS, 961 AND 1962

Per Acre

VARIABLE COSTS
1962
s. d.

2. 3. 6. Seed 2. 7. 6.
2.15. 6. Fertilizer 3. 2, 0.

6. 0. Sprays 6. O.
7. 6. Twine 7. 6.
8. O. Sacks 9. 6.

1.17. 6.• Fuel and Repairs 1.17. 0,
6. 6. Contract and Labour 7. O.

FIXED  COSTS
2.17. O. Labour 2.18. 6.

3.5. O. Land 3, 7. 0.
3.10. 0. Machinery Depreciation 3. 8. O.

7, 0. Manurial Values lilf • '6. 6.
1.16.  6, OVERIllaD COSTS . 147....6.

20._ 0. 0. TOTAL COSTS 20.14. 0.

TABLE. k9, 

DISTRIBUTION  OF PRODUCTION COSTS PER ACRE 1961 AND 1962
BY FARM

a) Variable Costs

r acre_
Total

9 10 11 12 1 14_ No.

1961 1 3 9 23 21 16 2 1 2 0 0 . 78

1962 0 1 _21_21 12 8 2 0 1 68 _

b Total Costs

E er acre
14 15 IC 11. I re- -19 20 21 22 23- I 24 25 26 27fota

_ Lo....

1961 1 2 5 8 11 14 9 14 8 0 2) 3 0 1 78

1962 0) L' ! 8 1_2_1_1 1M51_2_i) 2 68

N.B. In both tables E14 £14.0 to £14.99 aid so on.
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NOTES ON METHODS USED  IN THE CALCULATION
OF Q2 192 

Manual Labour

Work done by adult men was charged at 4.11d. per hour
and women and youths at corresponding rates. This charge
covered wages, insurance allowance for absence through
illness etc.

Tractors

Wheeled tractors were charged at 3s.6d. per hour
.(1s.9d.per hour for fuel and repairs alone and ls.9d. per
hour for depreciation).

Combine Harvest ers.L, Balers Iti cr s .

The depreciation charge for combines and balers was based
an the diminishing balance method at 22i per sent. Drying
and Storage Plant was based on the strait line method,
driers and machinery at 10 per cent of original cost and
storage plant at 5 per cent.

Lanilement_LTILesiation and Re airs.

General implement repairs were charged on the basis of
12s per acre. , Depreciation was estimated at Is per hour
of tractor work.

Residual Manurial Values.

This was based on the practice on the individual farm of
fertilizer adjustment according to the place of barley -
the rotation,

General Farm Expenses.

These were charged at the flat rate of 10 per cent of all
other costs.

•0 • • • • • • 0 IP 1, IP • • • 4 411 • •

•., •
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1962 STANDARD APPENDIX

Based on 68 records  on 11,149 acres._ on 68 farms

TABLE. S .1.

AVERAGE  COSTS PER ACRE

E. s. d.
LABOUR Regular 11.94 man hours 2.19.10.

Casual If

PCWER Tractor 7.05 hours 1. 4. 9.
Machinery Depreciation & Repairs 3.10. 9.
Contract Services 6. 0.
Other Fuel 9. 1.

MATERIALS Seed 2. 7. 6.
Fertilizers 3. 2. 0.
Sprays 5.10.
Sundries 16.10.

RENT ......11_1._22._
TOTAL DIRECT COSTS 18. 9. 9.

Plus Share of General Farm Expenses 1.17, 8.
. Residual Manurial Values 13/f  6. 9.

GROSS  COST 20.142_ 2.

TABLE. S.A.2.

AVERAGE QUANTITIES OF MATERIALS AND YIELD

PER ACRE
TREATED

SEED

OVERALL AVERAGE
PM ACRE

1.43 cwts
PERT ILIZ ERS 

Compound 3.23 cv‘rts 3.20 ciwts
Nitrogenous 1.67 cylts 0.47 cirits

SPRAYS 3.00 pints 2.34 pints

TOTAL YIELD OF GRAIN. 33.14 cvrts
per acre
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